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Eaglemoss, Ltd.’s Doctor Who Figurine Collection (DWFC) launched in 2013 and consists of a 

fortnightly release of a die-cast, hand-painted figurine depicting a character from the show’s 

history in a 1:21 scale. Most retail at £13 (approx. $15) and are accompanied by a short 

magazine exploring the character depicted and the story where they feature from a production 

and design perspective. Echoing Tim Holmes and Liz Nice’s comments on partwork magazines, 

the DWFC represents “a vehicle for delivering sets of collectibles” to a small niche of dedicated 

fan-collectors.i 

The range began with a strong emphasis on contemporary Doctor Who characters: Matt 

Smith’s Eleventh Doctor launched the range, and early inclusions were the Weeping Angels, the 

revised Silurians from ‘The Hungry Earth/Cold Blood’ (2010) and Davros from 2008’s 

‘Journey’s End’. However, Issue 15 expanded the range by depicting Omega from 1973’s ‘The 

Three Doctors’, acknowledging characters from the ‘classic’ series. Reflective of how 

commercial pressures guide the range’s development, the contemporary series – and newly 

released episodes especially – takes precedent. Nevertheless, ‘new’ characters linked to the 

recently-broadcast series have been supplemented by alien creatures like the Voord (1964) and 

the Borad (1985). To date, there have been over 200 releases in the core range, as well as 

additional supporting lines focused on aspects like TARDIS consoles and a continuing series of 

Special Editions, which continue the dual focus on contemporary and classic series but offer 

larger figures at a higher price point (retailing at between £25-40; approx. $30-50).  

This chapter examines the DWFC primarily in relation to its handling of the ‘classic’ 

series. Firstly, the discussion explores the collection’s difference to other forms of Doctor Who 

collectibles and intersections with discourses of transmedia remembering. I argue that the DWFC 

represents a democratization of the programme’s remembrance that challenges how fan canons 

and tastes have been co-opted and commodified by concurrent licensees. The analysis then reads 

the DWFC through transmedia historiography.ii This perspective allows for the DWFC to be 

interrogated for its areas of absence and how these omissions further demonstrate the 

relationship between canonicity, fan remembrance and commercial concerns. 

 

Commerce, Canonicity and Transmedia Historiography  

Doctor Who fandom has a long-standing alignment with material cultures of collecting, 

indicative of an enduring desire on behalf of certain subsections of fans to collect and own 

elements related to the show’s history. In terms of commercial merchandise, collector cultures 

date back to the mid-1960s wave of ‘Dalekmania’iii and indicate how fans have sought out 

replicas of characters such as the titular Time Lord, their companions, and advisories.iv The 

character-centric focus of these lines points to an enduring relationship between Doctor Who and 

commercial ideologies operating at the level of the show’s merchandising. John Fiske noted that 

television drama “is typically presented in terms of its leading characters” as this aids in 

promoting individual shows through appeals to discourses of consumer individualism and 

agency.v Doctor Who’s focus on iconic and distinct characters such as the Doctor’s multiple 

regenerations and the Daleks, both ‘then’ and ‘now’, enables this form of engagement and so its 

alignment with commercial ideologies in terms of marketing and promotion.   

The DWFC partly differs from other lines of collectibles, especially Character Options’ 

action figures, because of the material affordances that the figurines offer. That is, DWFC 



figurines are not action figures: they offer neither points of articulation nor opportunities for 

(fan-)posing.vi Instead, the figurines demonstrate immobility through being attached to a 

hexagonal base which encourages display by tessellating the bases of individual figures together 

(Figure 1).    
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Figure 26.1. Tessellated bases encouraging display (photo by author) 

 

DWFC figurines, however, still demonstrate the potential for expanding Doctor Who’s 

narrative worlds through imaginative forms of transmedia play. As Jonathan Rey Lee argues, 

“story toys are constituted by a tension between play – the activation of the toy in dynamic, 

playful performance – and dis-play – the pacification of the toy into a static representational 

commodity.”vii DWFC figurines embody this tension by simultaneously providing material 

connections to specific moments in the Doctor Who storyworld through the character (and story) 

depicted, whilst also supporting the possibility for generating new, owner-created narratives that 

either complement or extend the storyworld’s parameters.  

A further point of differentiation, and therefore significance, between the DWFC and 

other contemporary figure lines concerns the former’s attitude towards Doctor Who’s history. 

Memory is essential to any processes of transmedia expansion as audiences are directed towards 

remembering previous encounters with the intellectual property through the characters and 

locations selected for inclusion.viii At the same time, these processes of cross-media remembering 

are structured by commercial processes such as how licensing—the commercial use of 

intellectual property—grants access to specific aspects of the property.ix Licensing deals thus set 

parameters concerning what established elements of an intellectual property can be used by the 

licensee. 

This point can be demonstrated by comparing the DWFC with Character Options’ 

engagement with the show’s history. Character Options has been attempting to maximize 

financial returns on its license through foregrounding the period of Doctor Who’s history with 

the highest levels of audience recognition and therefore commercial saliency. For example, to 

date there have been nine different figures of the Third Doctor (Jon Pertwee; reflecting the 

character’s flamboyant wardrobe) and fifteen of the Fourth Doctor (Tom Baker). In comparison, 

there have been four different figures of both the First and Second Doctors, six of the Sixth, and 

five of the Seventh.x From a commercial standpoint, this selectivity makes sense as the 1970s 

saw Doctor Who achieve widespread popularity within the UK, cementing Doctor Who’s 

‘narrative image’ by establishing the images and characters through which ‘classic’ Who 

endures.xi Prioritising the decade when the ‘classic’ series achieved its highest levels of 

popularity is indicative of how commercial ideologies engage with and appropriate cultural 

memory.xii  

More than this, and highly appropriate given the small-but-valuable market that fan-

targeting collectibles represents, Character Options’ selective reading of ‘classic’ Who 

constitutes the appropriation and commodification of fan perceptions of aesthetic ‘value’. The 

1970s is regularly celebrated amongst ‘classic’ Who fans by constructing author functions around 

executive producers Barry Letts and Philip Hinchcliffe and script editors Terence Dicks and 

Robert Holmes. As James Chapman observes, Holmes’ period as script-editor, working 

alongside executive producer Philip Hinchcliffe, “represents the ‘golden age’ of Doctor Who,” 

and this point has been restated in numerous publications,xiii both academic and scholar-fan 



facing.xiv Similarly, the ‘Barry Letts-Terrance Dicks’ era (1970-4) is often celebrated for 

developing “a particular type of story …[and] tone” alongside the contributions that both made 

to the show’s wider history.xv Cumulatively, these statements indicate fans “power to gloss and 

write the aesthetic history of the show” through hierarchizing particular decades, production 

teams, actors and/or writers.xvi By demonstrating a similar attitude towards ‘classic’ Who’s 

history, Character Options’ strategies for selecting and releasing action figures indicates the co-

opting of fan canons for the purposes of commodification and reflecting fan tastes back to their 

target market.  

In contrast, Eaglemoss’s approach to character inclusion within the DWFC can be read as 

a democratization of the ‘classic’ show’s history. Since achieving a foothold the core line has 

recognized more niche-appeal and ephemeral elements from the show’s history such as the 

Monoids, the widely disparaged Nimon, and the Navarino. Although a few non-returning 

monsters (the Fendahleen from ‘Image of the Fendahl’ and Scaroth from ‘City of Death’, both 

Fourth Doctor monsters) have both featured in Character’s range, most figures have been 

incarnations of the Doctor, companions, Daleks, Cybermen and Sontarans. Certainly, when it 

comes to the ‘classic’ series’ progression into the 1980s, Character has shown no willingness to 

recognize stories such as ‘Arc of Infinity’ or ‘Dragonfire’. The DWFC therefore represents a 

challenge to, and expansion of, dominant fan canons and taste formations by acknowledging and 

accepting both the successes and perceived failures from the show’s history. By doing this, a 

more inclusive attitude towards the show’s history has been adopted, both motivated by 

commercial concerns (such as sustaining Eaglemoss’s market share) and recognizing a wider 

range of fan taste formations such as camp and kitsch. 

In addition, analyzing DWFC’s magazine supplements invites debates concerning 

transmediality. DWFC’s magazine content exemplifies what Phillip Dominik Keidl names 

“transmedia historiography”, or “a subset of transmedia storytelling …[that] describes the 

making of a storyworld’s production and cultural history across multiple platforms, with each 

medium making distinctive contributions to the audience’s understanding of the franchise’s 

past.”xvii Demonstrating a different ‘logic’ to Henry Jenkins’s concept of transmedia 

storytellingxviii, transmedia historiography “is less concerned with contributing new meaning to a 

fictional story than with guiding engagement with the franchise’s history”.xix Relevant material 

for examining transmedia historiography constitutes “behind-the-scenes features, making-ofs, 

and other paraproduction materials”.xx The DWFC contributes to Doctor Who’s transmedia 

historiography by introducing or reaffirming established narratives of the show’s production, 

whilst also taking individual costume or creature designs on their own terms and confronting 

dominant fan critiques by contextualizing the design, materiality, and performance style enabled 

by the costumes within the context of that story’s production. 

The ‘Your Figurine’ article accompanying Mestor from ‘The Twin Dilemma’ (1984) 

demonstrates this point. Readers are informed that “BBC costume designer Pat Godfrey had 

never worked on any sci-fi series, let alone Doctor Who …Godfrey revealed that the budget for 

Mestor had been a mere £200 to £300.”xxi Elsewhere in the article, Godfrey is also quoted 

concerning the materials used for creating the costume and the constraints these produced during 

recording: 

It consisted of three layers of material mounted on calico, the top layer being organza to 

give it a shiny look. The back was covered in a textured latex, with a fibreglass carapace 

which was also covered in textured latex on them …Edwin Richfield, who played 



Mestor, wore the costume only for short periods at a time, but whenever we removed it 

he and the costume would be soaked in perspiration.xxii  

The article thus encourages readers to re-evaluate aspects of this frequently panned story by 

inviting reconsideration of the story’s production circumstances and conditions. Moreover, 

detailing the costume’s materiality and construction encourages fans to reconsider how these 

aspects inhibited and encouraged performance styles. However, these historical narrative 

constructions represent “cultural memory management” in that they are ‘top-down’ impositions 

by licenses that regulate what aspects of a franchise are deemed worthy of remembering 

alongside how the tone of those remembrances should be conducted.xxiii As the case of Mestor 

demonstrates, the suggested tone is one of appreciation and reconsideration which works in 

service of BBC brand management by silencing ‘bottom up’ fan critiques.  

Another way that the DWFC’s performs ‘cultural memory management’ concerns its 

contributions to reinforcing what constitutes the show’s ‘proper’ history. For example, the 

DWFC positions the broadcast Doctor Who television series as the primary site of storyworld 

canonicity. To date, only one release in the core range has acknowledged Doctor Who’s other 

transmedia iterations. This was Issue 167, which featured a figurine of the Sixth Doctor (Colin 

Baker) in a light blue version of the character’s outfit from the 2002 BBC animated webcast 

‘Real Time’. Alternatively, Big Finish’s audio dramas have only been included in a satellite 

manner, appearing infrequently and outside of the main fortnightly range. There have been two 

separate three-figure sets, each including a variant of both the Eighth Doctor (Paul McGann) and 

a Dalek alongside a figurine of companion that is solely tethered to the audio dramas (Lucie 

Miller and Liv Chenka respectively).  

The absence of Lucie or Liv from the core range, alongside the omission of other popular 

Big Finish-originating characters like Dr Evelyn Smythe or Charley, speaks to another inflection 

of how licensing exerts power regarding how the DWFC constructs and commodifies the show’s 

history. The DWFC is produced under license from BBC Studios, as are Big Finish’s audio 

dramas. To what extent, then, do the terms of Eaglemoss’s license cover access to characters 

created by Big Finish? Answering such a question requires access to confidential documents like 

licensing contracts that are frequently not made accessible to either cultural studies researchers 

or the public. However, the infrequency with which Big Finish-derived sets have been released, 

as well as their status as stand-alone sets outside of the core range, suggests how commercial-

industrial practices like inter-corporate licensing agreements install boundaries concerning how 

the DWFC can construct the show’s history. Although Big Finish audio dramas are 

acknowledged in some magazine articles alongside other non-televised transmedia expansions 

like comics and official novels (e.g., the New Adventures), these mentions are only ever brief 

and so demonstrate the primacy of televised Doctor Who over its extension in other media. 

 

Conclusions 

In summary, the DWFC continues to be a significant addition to Doctor Who’s cultures of 

collecting and processes of transmedia expansion as its longevity has allowed fans to collect 

figurines of characters that have hitherto been viewed as commercially unviable due to 

concurrent licensees prioritising the commodification of dominant fan canons. The range 

therefore represents a challenge to established fan hierarchies and tastes by granting visibility 

and materiality to the entire span of the show’s history, recognizing both the beloved and the 

disparaged, the fan-friendly and the often overlooked. However, the transmedia historiography 

constructed by the range remains subject to commercial pressures including the re-evaluative 



attitude that magazine articles encourage towards fan appraisals of the show’s aesthetic history 

and the primacy afforded to televised Who over other transmedia iterations. The myriad 

relationships between merchandising, memory and commercial interests are therefore elements 

that analyses of any forms of merchandising – Doctor Who or otherwise – should address.  
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